ATLAS ACTIVE

ATLAS PREMIUM

The Hapro Atlas Active is a solid family carrier that is perfect for anyone looking for an attractively designed carrier at a good price. Whether you
opt for a single bike rack or a carrier for transporting multiple bikes, this fully featured entry-level model has everything a bike carrier should have.
Easy to use, simple mounting system, rim protection on the quick release buckles and theft prevention thanks to locks on the carrier ánd on the bike
frame clamps. By folding the frame, the carrier is easily and compactly stored. And… electric bikes are also no problem at all for this all-rounder!

The Hapro Atlas Premium is the reliable partner for adventurous family trips. This new Atlas Premium model is further developed and based on our
award winning Atlas Premium model. This carrier has already been voted Best Buy on several occasions by the Dutch auto club ANWB, where it was
praised for its ease of use when mounting on the tow bar and its stability. So, of course we left those aspects untouched! What we did change? With
some minor improvements, we made the carriers even easier to use, for more convenience and enjoyment when travellin g.

True all-rounder.

Types:
The Hapro Atlas Active
is available for 1, 2, 3
and 4 bicycles.

Frame holders:
The frame holders can be easily
repositioned for the perfect fit and
provide optimum stability. Each of the
frame holders has a separate lock.

Reliable powerhouse.

Tilting system:
The Hapro Atlas Active is designed to tilt, allowing
you access to the trunk of the car without removing
the bikes.

Easy-Grip mounting system:
The Hapro Atlas Active is equipped with a new
mounting system that allows the carrier to be
mounted easily and quickly on the towbar.

Frame holders:
The frame holders can be easily
repositioned for the perfect fit and
provide optimum stability. Each of the
frame holders has a separate lock.

Master-Grip mounting system:
The Hapro Atlas Premium is equipped with a quick mounting
system that secures the carrier with just a flick of the
wrist on any common tow bar. The new, ergonomic handle
makes it even easier to firmly attach the carrier.

E-Bike

E-Bike

High weight capacity:
With its high weight capacity also heavier bikes,
such as electric bikes or heavy mountain bikes,
are no problem for the Hapro Atlas Active.

Types:
The Hapro Atlas
Premium is available
for 2 and 3 bikes

Tilting system:
The Hapro Atlas Premium is designed
to tilt, allowing you access to the trunk
of the car without taking the bikes off.

Suitable for any bike:
E-Bike? Wide wheels? No problem! Thanks
to the wide platform, the wide wheel
holders and the extra-long and adjustable
quick-release straps you can mountalmost
every bike on the carrier.

High weight capacity:
With its high weight capacity also heavier bikes, such as electric
bikes or heavy mountain bikes, are no problem for the Hapro
Atlas Premium. Wide wheels? That’s no problem either thanks
to the extra-long and adjustable quick-release straps.

Foldable light units:
The new, attractively designed light board gives
the bike carrier a sleek and modern appearance.
Thanks to the foldable light units, the number plate
can be easily slid in place, while at the same time
the lights are protected when storing the carrier.

ATLAS PREMIUM XFOLD

Extension Kit XFold I & II

The robust Hapro Atlas Premium XFold is THE revolutionary top of our new bike carrier range. Premium quality and innovation go hand in hand with
ultimate ease-of-use, resulting in a bike carrier for every bike and every adventure. The Atlas Premium XFold is fully foldable and is therefore very easily
mounted on the tow bar, ánd compact when stored. The totally new and innovative mounting system allows the bike carrier to be attached on the tow bar
with just a single movement. Bringing the bikes along has never been easier!

The Extension Kit I & II can be attached to the Atlas Premium XFold I & II. This means that you can now easily turn a Hapro Atlas XFold I into a bike carrier
suitable for 2 bikes and take 3 bikes with Hapro Atlas XFold II.

Ultimate ease-of-use.

Types:
The Hapro Atlas Premium XFold
is available for 1 and 2 bikes

Premium-Grip mounting system:
Mounting the carrier on the tow bar is as easy
as 1-2-3. Place, lock, secure, and you’re ready
to go! Thanks to the stability of the carrier
after placing it on the tow bar, you can make
any necessary adjustments easily and quickly
with the adjustment knob. The lock on the
mounting system ensures that the bike carrier
cannot be detached without a key.

E-Bike

Suitable for any bike:
E-Bike? Wide wheels? No problem! Thanks to the
wide platform, the wide wheel holders and the
extra-long and adjustable quick-release straps you
can mount almost every bike on the carrier.

Even more fun.

Fully foldable:
The Hapro Atlas Premium XFold is fully foldable
and therefore very easy to mount on the tow bar,
and compact when stored. This makes the carrier
very user-friendly. Thanks to the wheels, you can
roll the folded carrier effortlessly from A to B.

Tilting system:
The Hapro Atlas Premium XFold
is designed for easy tilting, even
with bicycles in place. This way,
you can access the trunk without
having to remove the bikes.

Maximum stability:
To ensure maximum stability
of the bikes on the carrier, the
wheel holders are fitted with
an additional attachment
to the front wheel.

Easy-to-assemble:
The Extension Kit is easy-to-assemble.
It only takes a few minutes!

Fully-foldable:
Even with the Extension Kit, the Hapro Atlas Premium XFold
is still fully foldable.

Practical information:
• The maximum allowed weight of the extra bike on the Extension Kit is 15kg
• The permitted axle distance of the extra bicycle has a minimum of 71cm(28”) and a maximum of 114cm(45”)
• The wheel holders have a width of 8,25 cm (3.25”)

SPECIFICATIONS.

Hapro bike carriers; fully equipped.

All the ins en outs.

Mounting systems.



Accessory.



Atlas Active I

Atlas Active I
(13 pin)

(7 pin)

Atlas Active II

Atlas Active III (7 pin) Atlas Active IV

Atlas Active IV (13 pin)

Atlas Premium II

Premium III

XFold I (13 pin)

XFold II (13 pin)

Extension Kit

Suitable for E-bike

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dimensions unfolded (cm) L x W x H

38,2 x 107,5 x 89,4

36,9 x 109,2 x 89,4

68 x 107,5 x 88,2

80 x 107,5 x 88,1

100 x 107,5 x 78,9

98 x 109,2 x 78,9

76,3 x 108,5 x 90,5

88 x 108,5 x 90,4

56,7 x 142,1 x 96

73,1 x 149,8 x 96

47 x 114 x11

Weight bike carrier (kg)

6,9

7,8

14,5

17,8

22,6

23,6

15,2

17,1

Max. load of bike carrier (kg)

30

30

60

60

60

60

60

(Easy-Grip)

(Master-Grip)

HAPRO BIKE CARRIERS
Max. number of bikes
Foldable

Dimensions folded (cm) L x W x H

Easy-Grip:
The Hapro Atlas Active is equipped with the simple
Easy-Grip mounting system. After mounting the carrier on
the tow bar, it remains stable in the position it was placed,
making it very easy to further mount and fine tune the
carrier by using the rotating knob and lever.

Premium-Grip:
Thanks to the Premium-Grip quick mounting system, mounting
the Atlas Premium XFold on the tow bar is as easy as 1-2-3.
The carrier is immediately secured tightly by pushing down the
handle. By turning the red knob the carrier can be optimally
adjusted for perfect fit. The green accent and reference
stripes on the protective cover indicate whether the carrier
is safely secured.

Master-Grip:
The Hapro Atlas Premium is equipped with the MasterGrip quick mounting system. An easy system that,
after placing the carrier on the tow bar, immediately
secures it when pulling the lever upwards. With the
blue knob underneath the mounting system, the
carrier can be optimally adjusted for perfect fit.

Fit-lock:
Thanks to the Giro’s thoughtful Fit-Lock system,
bikes are quickly and securely mounted. The fastening
system locks around the frame of the bike and opens
or closes easily by rotating the handle and
sliding it up or down.

Loading ramp:
Convenient loading ramp for placing your bikes more easily
on the bike carrier. Available for all Hapro Atlas Active,
Atlas Premium and Atlas XFold models.

Clever accents.



Accented colours:
Our Hapro bike carriers are equipped with the beautiful
accented colours bright blue and elegant gray. These
are not only aesthetically pleasing, but also functional.
These accents indicate where action needs to be taken.
Smart and stylish!

(7 pin)

Partially

38,2 x 125 x 36,6

Partially

36,9 x 125,8 x 36,6

104 ,3 x 107,5 x 25,1

101,1 x 107,5 x 24,5

100 x 107,5 x 30,7

Partially

105 x 107,5 x 30,7

106,4 x 95 x 35,3

30

30

Partially

101,8 x 95 x 33,4
30

Yes

54,7 x 30,5 x 75,1

Yes

71,1 x 30,5 x 75,1

14,3

19,1

30

60

30

30

Yes
47 x 26 x11
3,59
15

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tiltable

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ja

Ja

Ja

Ja

x

Distance between rails (cm)

x

x

20

20

20

20

26

18

x

30

x

Max. distance from the centre of the axes (mm)

114

114

119

Max. diameter bicycle frame (mm)

72

72

72

7-pin adapter included

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lock on frame clamps

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Warranty (years)

3

3

3

Tilting angle

x

Min. distance from the centre of the axes (mm)

69

Max. allowable bike tyre width (mm/inch)

76mm/3”

Connector

7 pin

Lock on bike carrier

Yes

Loading ramp accessory***

Optional

Article number

34710

x

69

114

76mm/3”
72

78°
69

114

76mm/3”
72

(Easy-Grip)

78°
69

114

76mm/3”
72

30

Partially

Tow ball mounting system

(Easy-Grip)

30

Partially

(13 pin)

30

(Easy-Grip)

30

Partially

(13 pin)

Max. allowed weight of bike (kg)

(Easy-Grip)

30

Partially

(7 pin)

(Easy-Grip)

78°
69

114

76mm/3”
72

78°

80°

69

53

76mm/3”

72mm/2,8”

60

(Master-Grip)

80°
53

119

72mm/2,8”
72

13 pin*

7 pin

7 pin

7 pin

13 pin*

13 pin*

13 pin*

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Optional

34715

32102

Optional
3

34711

No

Yes

Optional
3

34712

No

Yes

Optional
3

34713

No

Yes

Optional
3

34714

Yes
Yes

Optional
3

32103

Yes

(Premium-Grip)

76°
78

129

101,6mm/4”
72

13 pin*

Yes

(Premium-Grip)

76°
78

129

101,6mm/4”
72

13 pin*

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Optional
3

34716

Yes
Optional
3

34717

15
x

x
71

114

82,5mm/3,25”
72
x
x
x

Yes
x
3
35609

* This 13-pin bike carrier comes along with a 7-pin adapter ** The Hapro Giro is suitable for bicycles in the size of 20” to 29” *** Article number loading ramp Active and Premium: 34434, Article number loading ramp Premium XFold: 35096

Technical specifications subject to change

Extra attention
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